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4 moon (n) a natural object moving around a planet 衛星

6 estimate (v) to make a rough calculation 估計

6 approximately (adv) roughly 大約

6 galaxy (n) a very large group of stars and planets 星系

7 disinfect (v) to kill bacteria and small organisms 消毒

7 sanitiser (n) an agent that inhibits the activity of microorganisms 消毒劑

7 hygiene (n) the practice of keeping clean in order to prevent illness 衛生

8 insulating (adj) able to stop heat from passing through 隔熱的

8 exhale (v) to breathe out 呼氣

8 Catholic (n)
a member of the Catholic Church, which accepts the Pope as its

leader 天主教徒

8 Protestant (n)
a member of the parts of the Christian Church that separated from

the Roman Catholic Church during the 16th century 新教教徒

8 massacre (n) the killing of a large number of people at the same time 大屠殺

8 spout (v) to eject in a stream 噴出

10 nomadic (adj)
travelling from place to place instead of living in one place all the

time 遊牧的

10 jujube (n) a dark red plum-like fruit 棗

10 landscape (n)
(1) what you see when you look across an area of land 景色; (2) a

large area of countryside 野外

10 long live (phr) said to show support for the person or thing mentioned 萬歲

10 solidarity (n) support for each other in a group 團結

11 baobab (n)
a short tree with a very thick trunk and large edible fruit called

monkey bread 猴麵包樹

11 consume (v) to use up 消耗

12 have the last word (idiom)to make the final decision 作最終決定

12 ethnic (adj)
relating to large groups of people classed according to common

racial, religious or cultural backgrounds 種族的

12 clown around (phr v) to fool around 胡鬧

13 big-time (adj) successful and important 成功的

14 sorghum (n) a type of tropical cereal grass 高粱

14 plough (v) to turn over the soil using a large farming tool 犁地

14 husk (n) outer covering of some fruits or seeds 外皮

14 millet (n) a small-grain cereal 小米

16 orphanage (n) a place where parentless children live 孤兒院

17 poacher (n) an illegal hunter 偷獵者

18 moral (n) the teaching of a story 寓意
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18 couscous (n) a pasta made in northern Africa 蒸粗麥粉

18 mosque (n) a building for Islamic religious activities 清真寺

18 souk (n) an open-air market in an Arabian city （阿拉伯國家的）露天市場

20 make a name for oneself (idiom)to become famous 成名

21 porcelain (n)
a hard but easy-to-break substance that is made by heating a

special type of clay to a high temperature 瓷

21 beige (adj) pale brown 淡棕色的

21 confide (v) to reveal in private 透露

21 coveted (adj) greatly desired 夢寐以求的

22 fringe (n) a decorative border consisting of hanging threads穗飾

22 customised (adj) made according to the customer’s requirements 訂做的

23 recap (v) to summarise briefly 扼要重述

23 distinct (adj) clear and different 鮮明的

24 unique (adj) unlike any other 獨一無二的

27 enact (v) to make something law 制定法律

27 racist (adj) discriminatory on the basis of race 種族偏見的

27 apartheid (n)
a system in South Africa in which people were divided into racial

groups and kept apart by law 種族隔離

28 sabotage (n) a deliberate act of destruction or disruption 蓄意破壞的行為

28 rally (n) a large gathering of people intended to arouse enthusiasm 集會

28 charter (n) a guarantee of rights from the government 憲章

28 rampant (adj) unrestrained and violent 猖獗的

28 renounce (v) to give up 放棄

29 sentence (v) to decide what a punishment will be 判刑

29 rally (v) to bring together 召集

30 affectionate (adj) showing lots of love towards someone 充滿深情的

31 gynaecologist (n) a specialist in female reproductive health 婦科醫生

31 cardiologist (n) a specialist in heart diseases 心臟科醫生

31 motif (n) a striking feature in a design 基本圖案

34 ambush (n) an attack by someone hiding and waiting 埋伏

34 gnu (n) a large African animal with two curved horns牛羚/角馬

35 impala (n) an African antelope with ridged curved horns 黑斑羚
 

38 gazelle (n) a type of small deer 羚羊

38 palate (n)
the upper surface of the mouth that separates the oral and nasal

cavities 齶

38 windpipe (n)
a tube-like structure that allows the air you breathe in to travel to

your lungs 氣管

38 gavial (n) a large Indian crocodilian with a long slender snout 大鱷魚

39 carcass (n) the body of a dead animal 屍體
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